PHILOSOPHY
The leading, high performance sailboat supplier on the planet is proud to present the all new
Melges Power 26™. The new Melges power boat was created with great passion by some of the
most experienced boaters, fisherman, naval architects, structural engineers and boat builders in
the world, including teams that have developed America’s Cup and Volvo Ocean Race winning
boats. For more than 70 years, Melges has delivered the highest quality performance sailboats
available, building a brand name that is second to none in the sailing industry. We are now
thrilled to bring this strong collaboration of talent to the all new Melges Power 26 (MP26).
Starting with the hull design, we set out to create a hull shape that would evoke emotion. With its
sleek beautiful lines and deep-V forward section shapes that perfectly blend into the “inverted
bell” aft sections with 15 degree deadrise, the MP26 delivers a comfortable ride that is
exhilarating and inspiring. The Melges Power 26 effortlessly slices through the meanest chop and
chews up ocean swell with ease. It goes from idle speed to a plane with virtually no bow rise and
provides impressive fuel efficiency. This MP26 hull shape is the result of several years of testing
and fine tuning. Prototypes were made and thoroughly tested in the toughest conditions to
ensure that the design path was correct. This drive for perfection has resulted in an amazing and
unique power boat experience.
Above the waterline, the MP26 hull lines were developed from many years of watching boats and
envisioning something truly modern, yet retro — 21st-century sexy and smooth.
On deck you are treated to a clean and simple, yet comfortable, ergonomic layout suitable for
many purposes. Whether it be fishing, spending a day on the water with family and friends, water
skiing, wake boarding, watching a sailboat race, tendering to a superyacht and/or race boat, or a
cocktail cruise at sunset, the Melges Power 26 is a versatile ride.
At the heart and soul of the Melges Power 26 construction is the highest quality, epoxy-infused
foam-cored laminate creating a much stronger, lighter hull than your typical 26-footer. Epoxy
resin offers more strength for a given laminate weight versus the standard vinylester or
polyester-laminate power boat for longer life, better efficiency and a more robust hull. The
Melges Power 26 is foam cored to take her to the next level of performance both in weight
savings, stiffness and performance. While most power boats are laminated with chop strand mat
with a chopper gun, the MP26 is constructed using state-of-the-art biaxial, 0/90 and
unidirectional materials. And finally, every part of the vessel is resin-infused to ensure the very
best laminate achievable. The Melges Power 26 is a lighter, stronger and more efficient power
boat than any other on the market.
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If you are looking for the ultimate sportboat, fishing boat, tender — the Melges Power 26 is
exactly what you are looking for. With lines that turn heads, it is without a doubt, the most
enjoyable power boat you will experience.
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